The drink mixer #54 is the ideal equipment to make milk shakes, cappuccino cream, smoothies, ice cream drinks...

This drink mixer is a long lasting equipment for professional users with:

• A speed variation from 8000 to 16000 rpm
• A heavy duty and silent motor
• Automatic motor activation with bowl detection

It is provided with:

• 2 bowls (0.675L/24fl oz): 1 stainless steel bowl and 1 plastic bowl
• 3 removable agitators (by simple screwing / unscrewing on the spindle):
  » 1 universal spherical agitator for all beverages
  » 1 rubber agitator for creamy beverages
  » 1 winged deep agitator for frozen coffee

Adjustable speed button
Long lasting bearings and silent motor greased for life
Automatic motor activation with bowl detection: hands free use
Painted aluminium frame
3 removable agitators:
  A. 1 spherical tool
  B. 1 rubber tool
  C. 1 winged deep tool

Variable speed from 8000 to 16000 rpm
Chromed aluminium motor block
Ventilated and overload protected motor
Stainless steel bowl and plastic bowl
Capacity 0.675 L (24 fl oz)
Non slip rubber feet

Heavy base for stability

Electrical safety
All mechanical parts are ground (earth) connected
All equipment is perfectly controlled after assembly
( special electrical testing bay)
Overload safety

Thermal safety
Motor protected by internal thermal detector and thermally disconnected from the body to protect user against heat

Acoustic safety
The universal motor is particularly silent

Hygiene
All removable parts can be put in a dishwasher or easily cleaned with hot soapy water (NSF approved)

PRODUCT: 2-YEAR WARRANTY
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